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Marrs, a Jewish paid disinformation agent, dropped dead yesterday. Marrs made a shabbas
Goy fortunate for his masters blaming everything the Jews have done to billions of
innocent human beings on the Nazis. And thus scape-goating the millions of European
and Asian victims who were killed by Globalist Jewish power in their international
messianic war of aggression against all humanity in the Second Jew war.
Marrs's worthless trash books were also bumped to the top of the Jewish Dynasties flag
ship rag, the New York Times. For this reason. Marrs was once asked about the Jewish
role in 911 by an audience member and shrunk down like a frightened hobbit just like a
Washington political does when asked about their masters of APIAC. Marrs was just a
professional liar. Thanks to Marrs, millions of Gentiles still have no clue as to who their
real enemies are and why. Thus allowing for the Jewish elites to continue their global
crime syndicate, costing billons of Gentiles in the process.
Now witness the parade of other Shabbas shills with fake tears for a fellow con artist.
Jim Marrs now gets to reincarnate back into the same world he made a more shitty place
for his masters. But without those Shabbas shekels.
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"Oy Vey, didn't you know the Nazis mess your pancakes every morning? Dr Mengele
made the invention of the pancakes with a severe flaw so that they break on the frying
pan. He was the mastermind behind this. He also fried jews until they were made into
pancakes, which he later crushed and made into pancake soap. Then he sent that to the
Nazis and all the SS showered with jewish soap. After WW2 ended he bribed the
Americans with soap from the Rothschild family toddlers which he himself personally
soap-ized, which shows his hatred for innocents. The Rothschild aren't jews they are
Kharazs btw.
Then, he morphed himself and changed gender and went into the USA to plot to kill
Kennedy and worse, getting into his high circle by selling premium soap bars, so he made
it and started giving him breakfast pancakes which he served on a platter made with
jewish gold from teeth. This eventually cause a mortal condition on Kennedy, and never
assume he was killed by the JEWS, as he slowly did by poisoning him with pancakes that
were mixed with soap from the concentrated juice camps. The Nazis did that too same as

everything else. Due to the secretive information on intergalactic Nazi Soap shops in the
moon, I can't write this into that book.
It will be written in the next publication on Jew York Times, becuase it's such a
conspiracy that the jews sell it on the...most mainstream places on earth.
Mengele was a part of the Juice and Bones, a very secret society of crazy Nazis that
killed another 6 trillion jews after the actual holocaust. Never suspect the jews, they are
good people. It was all Mengele's fault."
-Must have been Jim Marrs's theory
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